
MHC II from lysosomes but also by regulat-
ing the exit of MHC I from the ER. In
addition, CIIVs are probably not the only
factor responsible for the increase in surface
MHC II transport upon DC maturation. For
example, DCs regulate the post-Golgi trans-
port of newly synthesized MHC II molecules
to lysosomes versus the plasma membrane by
controlling both cathepsin S–mediated prote-
olysis of Ii chain and endocytosis of MHC II
ab dimers from the cell surface (6, 20).
CIIVs appear to permit the recovery of MHC
II synthesized before maturation and thus
delivered to lysosomes.

DCs are perhaps the most potent of all
APCs, being unsurpassed in their ability to
stimulate immunologically naı̈ve T cells (8).
The features described here may contribute to
their efficiency in several ways. First, the cou-
pling of CIIV formation with the onset of DC
maturation might explain how DCs sequester
antigen in peripheral tissues for display to lym-
phoid organs, often days later. This strategy
would enhance immune surveillance and main-
tenance of T cell memory. Second, the ability of
MHC II and B7 molecules to cluster on the
plasma membrane suggests that they are orga-
nized in a polyvalent configuration that may
help to activate a quiescent T cell. In contrast,
the recently described ability of T cells to me-
diate clustering of MHC and costimulatory
molecules (20, 21) may serve to sustain rather
than initiate an immune response.
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On the Origin of Internal
Structure of Word Forms

Peter F. MacNeilage1* and Barbara L. Davis2

This study shows that a corpus of proto-word forms shares four sequential
sound patterns with words of modern languages and the first words of infants.
Three of the patterns involve intrasyllabic consonant-vowel (CV) co-occur-
rence: labial (lip) consonants with central vowels, coronal (tongue front) con-
sonants with front vowels, and dorsal (tongue back) consonants with back
vowels. The fourth pattern is an intersyllabic preference for initiating words
with a labial consonant–vowel–coronal consonant sequence (LC). The CV ef-
fects may be primarily biomechanically motivated. The LC effect may be
self-organizational, with multivariate causality. The findings support the hy-
pothesis that these four patterns were basic to the origin of words.

The most basic unit of language is the word—
the minimal stand-alone pairing of meaning and
sound structure. But what is the nature of this
pairing? Apart from those few words that are
indubitably onomatopoetic, linguists consider
the pairing to be primarily “arbitrary” (1)—that
is, they believe that a word’s conceptual struc-
ture does not impose a particular sound structure

on its spoken form across languages. But if the
conceptual structure, or meaning, of a word does
not determine its sound pattern, what does?
Oddly, scant attention has been paid to how the
spoken forms of words originate. Are there de-
termining factors inherent in the very production
of sound structures of words, beyond their well-
known tendency to alternate between conso-
nants and vowels, thus forming syllables (e.g.,
“to-ma-to”)? We have addressed this question
by first looking at speech-related behavior at its
simplest: in infants’ babbling and in their first
words.

We conducted statistical studies of the bab-
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bling of six infants (2, 3) and the first words of
10 infants (4–7) in an English-speaking envi-
ronment. Four potentially universal organiza-
tional patterns emerged. Three of them were
intrasyllabic (CV) co-occurrence patterns: labi-
al (lip) consonants with central vowels, coronal
(tongue front) consonants with front vowels,
and dorsal (tongue back) consonants with back
vowels (Fig. 1). Table 1 shows the mean ob-
served-to-expected ratios for the occurrence of
these patterns. Three additional studies using
our specific methodology revealed the same
effects in groups of five French, Swedish, and
Japanese infants (8), seven infants in an Ecua-
dorian-Quichua environment (9), and one of
two infants in a Brazilian-Portuguese environ-
ment (10–15). If there is indeed a tendency for
babbling—and, to a lesser extent, first words—
to be similar across cultures (16), these patterns
may be virtually universal in infants.

The fourth pattern was intersyllabic. It is

not present in babbling but emerges in the
first words. Seven reports from five language
communities reveal a tendency to begin a
word with a labial stop consonant, then, after
the vowel, to produce a coronal stop conso-
nant (an LVC sequence, henceforth abbrevi-
ated LC) (17). This so-called “fronting” (18,
19) tendency is so strong in some infants that
they even produce it when the word they are
attempting has the opposite (CL) sequence,
as in “pot” for “top” (20). In our study of 10
infants in an English-language environment
(3), nine of them showed this pattern; the
10th showed no preference (21). The mean
ratio of the number of LC sequences to the
number of CL sequences was 2.55.

Why do these particular patterns occur? Ac-
cording to the frame/content theory of the evo-
lution of speech, described elsewhere (22),
what lies behind the CV sequence in all three
patterns of consonant-vowel co-occurrence is
what lies behind the closed-open alternation of
the mouth in all speech (23). It is a basic
movement, or “frame,” provided by biphasic
(elevation for consonants, depression for vow-
els) cycles of mandibular (jaw) oscillation. In
the labial-central CV co-occurrences, the frame
may be the sole cause of the CV pairing, hence
the term “pure frames” (22). In these cases, a
closing phase of mandibular oscillation (acting
alone) could be producing lip closure, whereas
an opening phase of oscillation (also acting
alone) could produce central vowels, as the

tongue is in its resting position in the center of
the mouth. This simple form may have been the
most basic protosyllable type. The same frame
may provide the underlying consonant-vowel
alternation in the two CV patterns that involve
the tongue in making both the consonant and
the vowel—the coronal-front and dorsal-back
patterns. But in addition, for these pairings, the
tongue simply adopts a relatively static nonrest-
ing position in the front-back axis—a position
common to the consonant and the vowel.

According to frame/content theory, the use
of the frame may have been the first stage in the
evolution of speech. Then, in a subsequent
“content” stage, the modern capacity to pro-
gram successive frames with different conso-
nants and vowels—an activity often involving
considerable consonant-to-vowel tongue move-
ment—could have evolved. The LC pattern is
the first systematic move toward intersyllabic
frame differentiation in infants. In babbling,
infants tend to simply repeat the same syllable
(e.g., “bababa”)—a case of frame reiteration.
But according to the well-accepted “obligatory
contour principle” of phonological theory (24),
languages tend to favor a discontinuous inter-
syllabic pattern—one that requires speakers to
produce a different consonant and/or vowel in
successive syllables. The production of the LC
sequence in infants is a momentous event be-
cause it is the first systematic step in moving
from relatively obligatory repetition of the same
CV cycle to relatively obligatory nonrepetition.

Fig. 1. A schematic
view of the articulato-
ry component of the
speech apparatus, in
which the three ar-
rows symbolize the
three intrasyllabic CV
co-occurrence patterns.
The labial consonants
involve lip closure and
consist (in English) of
the stop consonants
that occur at the be-
ginning of the words
“pat” and “bat” and
the nasal consonant at
the beginning of “mat.”
The coronal conso-
nants involve closure in
the anterior part of the
mouth (tongue against
the hard palate) and
consist of the stop con-
sonants at the begin-
ning of the words “tail”
and “dale” and the na-
sal consonant at the
beginning of “nail.” The
dorsal consonants involve closure in the region of the soft palate and consist of the stop consonants at
the beginning of the words “coat” and “goat.” In studies of infants, consonants are restricted to stop
consonants and nasals because they occur most frequently in babbling and early speech. The terms
“front,” “central,” and “back” for vowels are conventional terms referring to the position of the tongue
in the horizontal plane. Examples of the three types of CV sequences are underlined in the three words
shown next to the arrows. (The first vowel in the example “dada” is the vowel in “dad.”) Pronunciations
of these three words by an American adult, and babbling episodes containing the three CV sequences
shown, can be heard at Science Online (www.sciencemag.org/feature/data/1047897.shl).

Table 1. CV co-occurrence patterns in the bab-
bling of six infants (3), the first words of 10 infants
(5), and the words of 10 languages (26). The
expected frequency used for the computation of
observed-to-expected ratios was the number of
instances of the particular form expected on the
basis of the relative frequencies of the consonant
and vowel concerned, in the entire corpus. For
example, if the consonant of interest constituted
0.2 of all consonants and the vowel constituted
0.4, the expected frequency of the CV co-occur-
rence pattern would be 0.2 3 0.4 5 0.08. Babbling
data are mean ratios for the six infants, based on
a total of 12,471 CV sequences obtained from any
position in babbling utterances in which they oc-
curred (e.g., “babababa” would contain four in-
stances). All 18 instances of the three CV patterns
of interest were above chance levels of signifi-
cance, whereas only 9 of 36 other instances were
above chance levels [x2(N 5 54, df 5 1) 5 27.0,
P , 0.0001]. First-word data are mean ratios for
10 infants, based on a total of 5635 CV sequences
obtained from any position in a word in which
they occurred. Of 30 instances of the three CV
patterns of interest, 27 were above chance levels,
whereas only 15 of 60 other instances were above
chance levels [x2(N 5 90, df 5 1) 5 33.94, P ,
0.0001]. Language data are mean ratios for 10
languages, based on a total of 12,360 CV sequenc-
es occurring as the first two sounds in dictionary
words that began with a CVC sequence. The lan-
guages were English, Estonian, French, German,
Hebrew, Japanese, New Zealand Maori, Quichua,
Spanish, and Swahili. Of 30 instances of the pat-
terns of interest, 22 were above chance levels,
whereas only 16 of 60 other instances were above
chance levels [x2(N 5 90, df 5 1) 5 17.72, P ,
0.0001]. Except for the three categories of inter-
est, no single category was consistently above
chance levels in the three corpora.

Data set

Pattern

Labial-
central

Coronal-
front

Dorsal-
back

Babbling 1.34 1.28 1.22
First words 1.29 1.48 1.39
Languages 1.10 1.16 1.27
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The LC sequence effect is different from the
CV co-occurrence effects in one important re-
spect. Linguists would describe the CV patterns
as “continuous” because they involve relations
between adjacent sounds. Such patterns can
involve a single biomechanical effect operating
across neighboring sounds, such as those in the
two lingual CV patterns, coronal-front and dor-
sal-back. But the LC pattern is discontinuous
because its two components are temporally sep-
arated from each other by the intervening vow-
el. Thus, unlike the CV co-occurrence effects,
the LC effect cannot have any single biome-
chanical cause.

How, then, can it be explained? One pos-
sible explanation begins with the proposition
that it is easier to make a labial consonant
than a coronal consonant. As discussed ear-
lier, the labial consonant may result from the
most basic movement in speech, the mandib-
ular frame (23), acting alone, whereas an
additional movement—of the tongue—is
needed to reach the tongue-front position for
a coronal consonant.

Two other facts also suggest that labial con-
sonants are easier for infants to make than
coronals. First, studies in several language en-
vironments have shown that when infants enter
the first-word stage, the frequency of labial
consonants increases while that of coronals de-
creases (25), even though languages tend to
have more coronals than labials. We interpret
this as a regression to easier production forms
when an infant begins the complex task of
interfacing the hitherto autonomous output sys-
tem with a new cognitive structure, the mental
lexicon (26). Second, infants whose babbling
and early attempts at speech have been prevent-
ed by a tracheostomy strongly prefer labial
consonants in their first post-tracheostomy vo-
calizations, even when they have had a normal
history of listening to speech (27).

Some findings, we concede, could be tak-
en as supporting the contrary view—that
coronal consonants are easier to make than
labials. Coronals certainly occur more fre-
quently in babbling than labials (16) and are
known to be generally more frequent in lan-
guages. But the fact that hearing-impaired
infants produce few coronals (16) suggests
that the high frequency of coronals in the
babbling of hearing infants stems, at least in
part, from their being heard so often in the
ambient language. In addition, they may be
more frequent in the typical language because
the tongue tip becomes the most versatile
component of the speech production mecha-
nism in adults, even though it is unlikely that
it is used independently of the tongue body in
babbling or in early speech.

Why might it be advantageous to start with
an easy action rather than to end with one? The
existence of functionally separable subsystems
for initiation versus continuation of movements
is well known in motor system neurophysiolo-

gy and clinical neurology (28). A separable
initiation component presumably evolves be-
cause of problems unique to voluntary (nonre-
flexive) initiation of movement. The complex-
ity of the process of initiation of voluntary
movement in humans is suggested by the exis-
tence of the Bereitschaftspotential, a frontal-
lobe negativity beginning about 800 ms before
movement onset. This electrical pattern is con-
sidered to be a reflection of the brain activity
“necessary to provide the spatiotemporal func-
tions and programs for self-generated activity
(in contrast to stimulus-dependent move-
ments)” (29).

Bringing these various threads together, we
hypothesize that the LC effect reflects infants’
tendency to start a word in an easy way and
then add a tongue movement. The tendency
may be self-organizational (13, 30, 31) in that it
is an emergent consequence of the problem
space in which infants find themselves. This
problem space involves four kinds of variables:
(i) biomechanical factors related to the frame
and constraints on changing tongue position,
(ii) movement control factors related to initia-
tion of action, (iii) cognitive factors related to
the mental lexicon, and (iv) the presence of a
complex, culturally specific adult speech model
to be assimilated. A prediction from this hy-
pothesis is that, when compared with hearing
infants, hearing-impaired infants—who, as
mentioned, produce few coronals—will have
an unusually high ratio of words with an LC
pattern to words with a CL pattern.

Although infant speech patterns are cer-
tainly simpler than the patterns of adults cor-
rectly speaking their native language, it is
important to ask whether the four patterns we
have discussed in infants remain present in
languages. If so, they may have fundamental
importance with respect to the nature of
speech—even, perhaps, its origin. Alterna-
tively, they could simply reflect transient prob-
lems of the speech acquisition process that
leave no traces in mature systems. So far, there
has been little suspicion that patterns like these
are consistently present in languages.

We have found that CV co-occurrence pat-
terns remain surprisingly strong in languages.
Our combined analysis (32) of the only two
cross-language studies of this question that we
are aware of (33, 34) showed evidence for the
two CV patterns in which the tongue partici-
pates in both parts of the effect (coronal-front
and dorsal-back), but not for the labial-central
pattern, in a set of 10 languages (Finnish, Turk-
ish, Latin, Latvian, Setswana, Hawaiian, Roto-
kas, Piraha, Kadazan, and Shipibo. In our sub-
sequent analysis of dictionary counts of words
of 10 more languages (Table 1) (25), we
showed all three CV co-occurrence patterns.
The labial-central and coronal-front patterns
were found in seven languages; the dorsal-back
pattern was found in eight.

In our earlier systematic cross-language

study of the LC effect (21), we found that it
is present in the sample of 10 languages in
Table 1. Nine of the 10 languages showed the
trend, eight of them at statistically significant
levels. The mean ratio of LC to CL sequences
was 2.23.

So how should we regard these previously
unsuspected phenomena—the presence of the
three CV co-occurrence patterns and the LC
pattern in languages as well as in infant
speech? In the case of the CV co-occurrences,
the finding of the labial-central pattern, even
in adults, provides additional support for the
assumption that the mandibular cycle is fun-
damental to speech. And the finding of the
coronal-front and dorsal-back effects sug-
gests that a constraint against extreme tongue
movements during frame production might
also be quite fundamental. The LC pattern
might have emerged early in the history of
speech as a result of self-organization, just as
it may emerge for this reason in infants.
Because the LC pattern is easier to produce
than the reverse (CL) form, instances of it
may have occurred more often, making it
more likely to be linked with a concept to
form an early word.

An additional step in evaluating whether
these patterns are indeed relevant to the ori-
gin of speech is to ask whether proto-words
have them as well. [“Proto-words” are hypo-
thetical words of earlier language(s) from
which the sound structure of present-day
words derived.] Are any of the four patterns
we have seen in infants and languages also
present in words that have direct implications
for historical linguistics? Bengtson and Ruh-
len (35) provide material that allows an ap-
proach to this question. They have presented
global etymologies for a set of 27 cognates,
that is, “similar words in different languages
that are presumed to derive from a common
source” (36, 37). They contend that the strik-
ing similarities between words denoting a
particular basic concept across language fam-
ilies proves monogenesis—that is, a single
origin for the world’s languages (38). They
also contend that often there is at most a
minimal difference between members of a
present-day word set and the proto-word
from which the members descended.

Table 2 shows these etymologies. Table 3
shows CV co-occurrence patterns in this cor-
pus, as well as the frequencies of the possible
consonant-(vowel)-consonant sequences. Re-
markably, all three CV co-occurrence pat-
terns favored by infants and languages are
strongly favored, even in this extremely small
protolanguage corpus. And the LC sequence
is much more frequent than the CL sequence
as well.

If the finding of not only the three CV
co-occurrence patterns but also the LC effect in
infant, language, and proto-language corpora
means that these patterns are indeed basic to the
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origin of speech, then the controversial method
of “multilateral comparison,” pioneered by
Greenberg (39–41) and used by Bengtson and
Ruhlen to construct their proto-language cor-
pus, gains validity. The finding that many indi-
vidual words in their corpus not only exhibit
one or another instance of these basic patterns,
but also have similar meanings across many
language families, supports the theory that there
was, in fact, one original language—one Moth-
er Tongue. Moreover, the presence of so many
instances of these apparently basic patterns in
the proto-language corpus challenges the pre-
vailing view of Dixon and others that rapid and
nonreversible diachronic change in language
makes the form of any language that existed
more than 5000 years ago totally unavailable

for reconstruction (42, 43). At a methodological
level, the statistical approach used to uncover
the basic patterns reported here may prove a
useful tool in the study of the history of lan-
guages. It could, for example, be used to eval-
uate the frequent claim of Goddard and others
that sound correspondences of words of similar
meanings across language families arise simply
by chance (44).

Our findings here concur with the frame/
content theory regarding the origin of the serial
organization of speech. According to this theo-
ry, simple biomechanical properties of the vocal
apparatus (e.g., the mandibular cycle and static
tongue postures), plus their interaction with the
contingencies of movement initiation and the
culturally mediated cognitive demands of word

formation, have played a key role in both the
acquisition and evolution of speech. This self-
organizational view is in sharp contrast to the
currently orthodox view, based on Chomsky’s
notion of a universal grammar (45), according to
which speech results from a specific genetic
substrate for both speech sounds and their orga-
nizational patterns. In our view, the crossing of
the Rubicon for true speech was not achieved by
sudden genetic change. Instead, it was the result
of a two-stage development. The first stage in-
volved ancestral hominids borrowing simple
available biomechanical properties of the sys-
tem—the frame, together with static, nonresting
tongue configurations—by means of classic
Darwinian descent with modification, to give
the three CV co-occurrence patterns. Then, an
initial increase in intersyllabic serial complexity
was achieved by means of the LC pattern, as a
result of a self-organizational interaction of bi-
omechanics, movement initiation constraints,
and culturally mediated cognition (46–48).
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Illusions in Reasoning
About Consistency

P. N. Johnson-Laird,1* Paolo Legrenzi,2 Vittorio Girotto,3,4

Maria S. Legrenzi5

Reasoners succumb to predictable illusions in evaluating whether sets of as-
sertions are consistent. We report two studies of this computationally intrac-
table task of “satisfiability.” The results show that as the number of possibilities
compatible with the assertions increases, the difficulty of the task increases, and
that reasoners represent what is true according to assertions, not what is false.
This procedure avoids overloading memory, but it yields illusions of consistency
and of inconsistency. These illusions modify our picture of human rationality.

One view of humans is that they are intrin-
sically rational. They rely on formal rules
of inference similar to those of logic. They
sometimes misapply the rules, but haphaz-
ardly (1–3). An alternative view is that
reasoners construct mental models of what
is possible (4 – 6 ). Formal rule theories im-
ply that reasoners should infer inconsisten-
cy more easily than consistency and should
not make systematic errors. The model the-
ory makes the opposite predictions. The
results of two studies corroborated the
model theory.

The satisfiability problem is intractable
because a set of n assertions can be inconsis-
tent even though all its subsets of n 2 1
assertions are consistent (7, 8), e.g.: If not A
then B; if B then C; not A and not C. Formal
rule theories (1–3) have not addressed satis-
fiability, but they imply that the way to eval-
uate it is to try to prove the negation of one
assertion from the remaining assertions. If
successful, the set is inconsistent; otherwise,
it is consistent. A single proof establishes
inconsistency, but consistency calls for a
search for all possible proofs to ensure that
none yields the negation of the assertion.
Inconsistency should therefore be easier to
prove than consistency.

The model theory postulates that reason-
ers try to construct a mental model for each
possibility (6). Thus, an inclusive disjunc-
tion: Not-A or B, yields models of the three
possibilities (shown here on separate lines):

¬ a
b

¬ a b
where “¬ a” denotes a model of the negation
of what A asserts, and “b” a model of what B
asserts. Mental models represent the clauses
in premises, affirmative or negative, only
when they are true in a possibility. The aim is
to reduce the load on working memory. If
need be, reasoners can try to flesh out their
models to represent what is false:

¬ a ¬ b
a b

¬ a b
They seldom do so spontaneously (4–6) and
thus do not notice that the disjunction is
equivalent to the conditional, If A then B.
Moreover, the conditional has a mental mod-
el of the possibility in which the antecedent A
is true, but only an implicit model—with no
explicit content—of the possibilities in which
A is false (shown here by an ellipsis):

a b
. . .

One model can show that a set of assertions
is consistent, whereas an exhaustive search
for models is needed to show that the set is
inconsistent. Hence, contrary to formal rule
theories, the model theory predicts that
consistency should be easier to infer than
inconsistency. The task should be easier
with conditionals (one explicit model) than
with disjunctions (three explicit models).
And there should be an interaction. For con-
ditionals, inconsistency should be harder than
consistency because the possibilities repre-
sented by the implicit model might conflict
with another assertion, whereas the difficulty
does not arise to the same degree with dis-
junctions, which have only explicit models.

Experiment 1 tested the three predictions
(9). Table 1 presents the percentages of correct
responses. The participants were slightly but
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